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LBJ Travel Tax Proposal
May Affect Boennigheim
President Lyndon Johnson’s Ja n 
uary address from the L.B.J.
ranch contained several proposals
concerning the United States bal
ance of payments deficit. The
three billion dollars proposed cuts
includes a section to limit Ameri
can travel in foreign oountres
A possible m easure might be the
enactm ent of a head tax.
This tax, if instituted, would be
placed on all Americans leaving
the western hemisphere. Ques
tions still remain as to what ex
emptions, (hopefully one will apply
to Lawrence students and faculty
{Join* to Boennigheim) might be
made.
In a recent conference with Rep
resentative John Byrnes, present
ly serving on the Congressional
Ways and Means Committee
scheduled to consider such a tax,
Wiliam A. Chaney, David Meyer
T H E L A W R E N C E B O A R D of Trustees, m eeting at the U niversity Club in Milwaukee III, and Marshall B. Hulbert at
on Monday approved the invitational open dorm plan providing for a “group” of two or tempted to sample the Congress
m an’s opinions.
more nuen to meet in a w om en’s dorm or tw o or more women to meet in a m en’s dorm.
Hulbert believes that the necess
ary exemptions will be made for
students going to Boennigheim. He
emphasized that non.? of the pro
posals were as vet well defined.
Mayer stateo that the interview
was “ rather satisfactory.” He was
unwilling to discuss details that
he “was not sure of yet.” Mayer
Meeting at Milwaukee’s Uni
“The program is not intenaed to
the Lawrence trustees on Mon felt Bvroes did not fully, under
stand the “ values of scholarship,”
versity Club last Monday, the
eonaone or create the occasion
day. The plan, which would go
and he’s afraid that the scholar
Lawrence Board of Trustees ap for prem arital sexual intercourse.
into effect if at least six ACM
abrcad might have a difficult
proved the ‘group’ visitation plan
The University recognizes that
schools agreed to participate,
time explaining why he should be
proposed by the Committee on
students hold differing opinions in
would commit each participating
Administration last spring.
many areas of individual conduct.
institution to contribute S5&.000 exempted from the tax.
Several objections were raised
The trustees also approved the
Because of the residential nature
worth of its inactive periodicals
to the practicability of such a
Invitational Open House Program
of the University and the desire to
(or $50,000 cash) to the bank
tax. If all citizens regardless of
that has been in operation since
maintain the benefits of such a
which would be located at a point
the beginning of last term . The
system, however, the University
central to the participating insti wealth were taxea a lump sum,
the effect would be to put the
‘group’ plan states:
must concern itself with ^udent
tutions. The periodicals, which
greatest burden upon the less
“ Groups of two or more women
behavior on campus, particularly
could be retrieved from the bank
may visit in the men’s dormitor in the residence halls.
an short notice, would be gradu wealthy traveler who can least
afford to pay it.
ies and groups of two or more
Conduct that ignores the expect ally converted to microfilm runs
men m ay visit in a room in the
Since the tax would not apply
ations of the University will jeop with funds m ade available from*
womens’ dormitories on one af ardize the program and will give
in Canada, Americans could drive
the sale of duplicate periodicals.
to a city such as Montreal, and
ternoon a week, to be chosen for
grounds for individual disciplin Staring of little-used periodicals
take an international fli^rt from
the current year by the dormi ary action.”
at the ‘bank’ would free valuable
there without being taxed.
tory. The visiting period on this
The trustees also further dis
campus library space for more
Thomas Wenzlau, head of the
designated afternoon may incluoe
cussed President T a rr’s proposed
productive use.
any hours between 12:30 and 8:30 development program, Plan for
p.m.
Growth, but no action was taken.
"Freshm en may participate in
The plan is a ten-year develop
this program after the first term.
m ent program oriented around
“ The regular Sunday afternoon
the university’s 125th anniversary
open dorm program approved by
in 1972.
the Board of Trustees includes
Ths trustees will consider the
the cause for a slightly reduced
Admission applications for next
plan further at their spring m eet September have increased m ark grade point average. “The fresh
stipulations of “doors a jar and
rooms illuminated.” The state ing.
men are a different type from
edly, The Lawrentian learned this
A proposed ‘periodical bank’ for
ment on the program also includes
week in an interview with E d  the class ahead of them ,” he
the following:
the ACM was also discussed by
ward B. Wall, Director of Admis said, “as demonstrated by the fact
that 67 frosh ran far Student
sions.
Senate as compared to 15 in the
Wall indicated that in a forth
previous y ear.”
coming report to the president
from the admissions committee,
A final improvement Wall wish
T arr would be advised that mis es to make, which has not as yet
takes in recruiting had caused the
received approval from the Ad
decrease in applicants for this
ministration, would sacrifice elab
y ear’s freshman class, and that
orateness for accuracy in the Uni
these faults were being corrected.
versity catalogue. He wants to
committee.
Addressing himself to a v ar
issue the catalogue every year,
An indication of success this
When asked why Lawrence
iety of current issues, Kenneth
instead of every other year in
year
is
the
fact
that
Early
Decis
seems
to
be
having
a
more
diffi
R. Venderbush, Dean of Men, had
order to keep it as up to date as
ions candidates doubled, with 35
cult time in accomplishing its
some interesting rem arks about
possible. The financial factor,
being admitted. Wall stated that
social reform than Carleton is,
the nature of social change at
however, would necessitate short
Venderbush pointed to a period of the number of regular applications
Lawrence. The comments were
ening the catalogue.
is well ahead of the number at
great unrest on the Carleton
provoked by a recent Lawrentian
this
time
last
year.
investigation into liberalization of campus as recently as two years
Also to be included in the ad
ago. "They went through much
social regulations at Carleton
mission com m ittee’s report is the
more than we have ever known
College.
BOENNIGHEIM
affirmation of the continued be
The pending Lawrence Univer at Lawrence” he said. The dean
All students who have an in
lief in the aim s and purposes
added that the Carleton faculty
sity Community Council could, if
terest in attending the Ger
stated last year, including the
plays no part in approving social
approved, alter significantly the
m an Study Center hi 1968-69,
search for talented students, di
legislative processes now requir regulation. “The school is run
either for the Summer-Fall or
versified in both interests and
under the tight control of the
ed for social change. The dean
Winter-Spring Session are in
geographic origin. Wall said he
president and a handful of deans.”
explained that in the light of this,
vited to a meeting at 7 p.m .,
was very pleased with the applica
Venderbush does believe that
the Committee on Administration
Wednesday, January 24 in the
tions received so far. “ They rep
Lawrence is changing. "We are
has been concentrating its last
Union.
few meetings on LUCC. A meet certainly in favor of reasonable resent every sort of student we
Some of the students who
are interested in, and in suffi
ness,” he said in connection with
ing of this committee, scheduled
have recently returned from
cient num bers,” Wall stated.
student requests for more social
for Tuesday, January 16, will
Boennigheim will be there to
In commenting on this y ear’s
freedom. “However these issues
include 25 students invited to dis
talk about their experiences
freshman class, Wall refused to
are often m ore complicated than
cuss the m erits of a community
and show pictures.
cite any lack of intelligence as
students realize.”
council with members of the

Trustees Pass ‘Group’ Visitation,
Discuss Tarr’s ‘Plan for Growth’

W all Reports Big Increase
In Applications This Year

Venderbush Explains
Social Change Policy

economics department, suggested
that before a head tax could be
instituted, the government would
have to make several studies to
determ ine who actually spends
money abroad, and in what pro
portions. The government would
have to determine whether a
few high income citizens contri
bute more to the dollar outflow
than numerous smaller income
people.
President of Student Senate.
David C. Chambers, saw that the
“ fiscal dilem m a” of the balance
of paym erts problems is “ob
viously tied to the w ar in Viet
nam .” He also rem ark ’d, “ Now
is the time to invest in TWA.”
A head tax would probably not
affect students going to Europe
in a specific program, such as
Boennigheim, but it would affect
those planning to take an indepen
dent tour. Professors desiring
study abroad would also feel the
effects of aich a tax.

Dean Challenges
J-Board Ruling
“ The J-Board has been dere
lict in this m atter. I for one would
rather we’d change the rules than
let them be adjudicated out of
existence.” These were the words
of an unhappy Kenneth R. Ven
derbush, dean of men. The re
m arks were provoked bv the JBoard’s aedsion to invoke social
probation in a recent case in
volving illegal oocd visiting.
“ This is a sensitive issue just
now challenging each m an’s views
of privacy, propriety anti respect
for law,” he said. The dean be
lieves that the university has three
choices in the area of social reg
ulation.
The first is to have no rules of
any kind. The second is to en
force existing rules on a “ police
sta te” type basis. Thirdly, and
most preferably, the dean be
lieves social violations when dis
covered can be met with "d e
cisive penalties.”
The kind of aecisive penalty
the dean has in mind for these
cases is suspension. "No other
penalty seems to impress stu
dents at large that the faculty is
serious in maintaining the rules.”
The penalty of social probation
simply doesn’t have any m ean
ing, he explained. A punishment
of this type is an invitation for
violations to run rampant.
Sources close to the dean have
rumored that he is planning an
unprecedented appeal to the* uni
versity president, asking that the
violator be suspended. He is con
vinced that suspension is requir
ed "to prevent our community
slipping into dissolution.”

Trustees Promote
Faculty Members
Six Lawrence faculty members
were promoted to the rank of
associate professor by action of
the board of trustees Monday.
Appointment to this rank im
plies tenure. Those designated
for the promotion are John P.
Dreher, philosophy;
Chong-Do
Hah, government; Michael J. La
Marca, biology; Allen C. West,
chemistry; Richard W. Winslow,
Spanish; and Richard W. Zuehlke,
chemistry.
The associate professors will
assume their new ranks with the
sta rt of the next academic year.

LUCC Prospects Brighten
In Faculty-Student Hearing
stitution, Chuck Mercier suggest
The Committee on Administra
tion, Fred Phelps, associate pro ed a solution: if action taken by
LUCC was contrary to the inter
fessor of physics, and John Dreher, assistant professor of phil ests of the Lawrence community,
a certain percentage of students
osophy, held an informal hearing
and faculty could petition to
with interested students on the
force
reconsideration of the ac
proposed Lawrence University
tion. This could serve as a check
Community Council last Tuesday.
Dave Chambers and Jim Snod on the clause which allows LUCC
grass, president and vice presi to legislate in social m atters.
Another dispute involved the
dent of Student Senate respect
myth surrounding LUCC and the
ively, gave brief opening rem arks
students and faculty. Jane Paul
on the worth of LUCC as a sub
sen and Orton called for aboli
stitute for the present Student
tion of the “ bloc” concepts of
Senate system. “ It is easy for
students and faculty and the fear
students to get carried away
thinking they have power or de of radical legislation from LUCC
pressed realizing they are im Miss Mary Morton, dean of wom
en, said that the fear was not of
potent,” explained Chambers. “ It
radical legislation, but the lack
is encouraging to know that you
as a student have some real pow of continuity of student bodies;
h a t is, students are only here for
e r.”
four years and are not well aware
With Kenneth Venderbush, dean
of the Lawrence scene as are the
of men, presiding, the faculty and
faculty who have been around for
students posed questions to each
a long time. Mercier pointed out
other concerning LUCC. Miss
that the facility on LUCC could
Dorothy Draheim, registrar, in
show the students the "long term
quired as to the “machinery for
interest” if necessary.
creation of agenda." Snodgrass
As the hour and a hah' meeting
replied that the current agenda
closed, Phelps rem arked that
system of the Senate did not
LUCC could now probably pass,
work, but under LUCC it would
but action must be taken soon
probably be different since, as
while there is no controversy be
Chambers expiaineo, “We won’t
tween students and faculty.
have half-baked proposals sub
mitted because, with the addition
of the faculty, LUCC will be a
more responsible body."
Theodore Cloak, professor of
theatre, maintained that the stu
dents are “asking for a lot of
additional power to begin with."
Recent events involving official
He noted that there was a big dif
recognition of Chuck McKee, As
ference between Jim Streamer's
and Chambers’ approach to pow sociated P ress Little All Airvsrican, and Gary Hietpas. AP Hon
er. Mark Orton countered that a
orable Mention for the sam e hon
body with no power would “bore
or has caused conflict between
the faculty out of their minds”
Appleton’s various news media.
and LUOC “will dissolve into the
The conflict began when Bill Kiss,
mess which is Student Senate
unpaid team statistician, and a
now."
prim ary figure in publicizing the
Venderbush, however, said that
two to the NCAA, requested that
through evolution the faculty
would turn more power over to he be sent the certificates of rec
ognition McKee was to receive.
the students just as the upper
When Kiss’s first request to
house had turned more power to
the New York AP Office, made
the lower house in British Parlia
some six hours after the news
ment. Chambers disagreed; he
release went unanswered, the
felt that accepting the Vender
bush evolution theory on LUCC request was repeated. The reply
would be “dangling a carrot in was then received that the certi
ficate had been sent to the region
front of a horse” and “starting
al office in Milwaukee.
off on the wrong foot." Ben Stott
The Milwaukee office revealed
adde<j, "If you are so confident
that the aw am in question had
that it will evolve, why not ac
been forwarded to radio station
cept the inevitability and pass
WHBY at the request of Jam es
k now?"
Choudoir. Choudoir then answefChambers, replying to Dreher’s ed all requests for information on
comments, said that “the over McKee’s award negatively.
riding concern of LUCC is action
Even when contacted by official
for responsibility for the Univer Lawrence news media, Choudoir
sity — not the car rule, open
refused to allow a picture of the
dorms, etc." Cloak stated that
certificate to be taken and used
students must show responsibil by the University. Choudoir sta
ity, must first demonstrate that
ted, “ This concerns the AP and
LUOC can be a “workable, feas Chuck; Lawrence has nothing to
ible plan." Chambers replied that do with it.”
a lack of means for responsible
As a result of WHBY’s action,
action leads to irresponsible ac the Appleton Post-Cresoent and
tion such as the “minor act of
radio station WAPL, Appleton’s
civil disobedience" last year over
two other AP outlets, decided to
open dorms.
m ake separate awards to McKee
In a dispute over how much
and Hietpas.
power and responsibility the fac
The identical trophies were pre
ulty would be handing over to sented Thursday night at the Phi
the students under the LUCC con Delta Theta fraternity house.

WHBY Holds
Honors News

A PE N SIV E Kenneth R . Venderbush, dean of men, listens intently as Student Sen
ators debate the merits of a board of control for Speakers Forum. The senate also passed
a resolution requesting that the car rule be extended, allow ing sophomores and juniors
to maintain cars on campus, and any student to drive a car.

Broderick Explains
Stand On Drug Use
In a recent release from the of
fice of Francis L. Broderick, Dean
of Lawrence and Downer Col
leges, the university’s policy on
the "possession or use of narcotics
and hallucinogens” was made
clear.
The notice explained that the
possession or use of these drugs
is “ at variance with the aims of
the university community.” ''h e
users of such drugs open them
selves to “ immediate suspension
or. in cases of unusual gravity,
dism issal”
The statem ent added “ that tbs
University is more than willing
to make available its counseling
resources . . . to any of its stu
dents who has a problem arising
from use of narcotics.”
The Broderick edict implied
that a more complete statem ent
on drugs might emerge before
the end of this year. However, the
present statem ent was issued “ so
that no Lawrence student will
have any ground for misunder
standing the firmness of the Uni
versity’s stand on this issue.”

ARIEL
Students who returned to
school this term from Boenningheim or other off-campus
programs can pick up their
copy of the 1967 Ariel between
1:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. Mon
day and Tuesday, Jan. 22 and
23, in the Terrace Room of the
Union.
Faculty, administration, and
freshmen can still purchase the
1966 Ariel and the 1967 Ariel
for $4.00 per copy by contact
ing Mark Bruzonsky, Phi Gam
ma Delta, Ext. 533.

For Distinctive
M erchandise

Treasure Box
Gift Shep
W e welcome you to come in,
browse' around.

313 E. College Ave,

ONE DAY
> SERVICE •
and only a Block from Campus

C L A R K ’ S CLEANERS
311 East College Avenue

-CALENDARFriday, January 1 9 Film Classics: "Band of Out
siders,” Youngchild 161,
8 p.m.
Lawrence Opera Theatre, "The
Merry Wives of Windsor,” Ex
perimental Theatre, 2 and
8 p.m.
Film Classics: “ Band of Out
siders” and “ Paths of Glory”
7 p.m.
Saturday, January 20—
Sig Ep, DG Party, Conway
Hotel, 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Film Classics, Double Feature,
7 p.m.
Sunday, January 21—
Lawrence Symphony Band,
Chapel 3 p.m.
Sage Open House, 740 p.m.
Film Classics: “ Paths of
Glory,” Stansbury, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, January 23—
Science Colloquium: “ An In
troduction to Inorganic Cat
alysis: Reductions of Inert
Species through Interactions
of Oxy-lons,” Prof. Gilbert
Haight, Univ. of Illinois (U-rbana) Youngchild 161, 4:30
p jn .
Phd Beta Kappa lecture, Mr.
Long ley, Art Center, 8 p.m.
Wednesday, January 24—
Special Chemistry 4 lecture
and demonstration by Prof.
Gilbert Haight, Youngchild
161, 9:50 a m .
Special Chemistry seminar:
“Catalytic Reduction of In
ert Species through Interac
tions with Oxy-lons,” Prof.
Haight, Youngchild 161, 7:30
p jn .
Thursday, January 2 5 Junior recital, Harper 3 p.m.
Friday, January 2 6 Film Classics: National Student
Film Festival, Youngchild
161, 7 p.m.
Basketball, Monmouth, 7:30
p.m.

H AVE YO U TH O U G H T ABOUT

VALENTINE CARDS
See Them Early at

CONKEY'S

BOOK

S T OR E

,

Senate Holds Control Board Plan
Passes Motion to Expand Car Rule
By BOB FELLOWS
The Student Senate discussed
the possibilities of a Speakers
Forum Board of Control at Mon
day night’s meeting. Ben Stott’s
motion to form such a board was
tabled for one week. Also, a
motion to recommend that sopho
mores and juniors be allowed to
m aintain cars and th at all Lawrentians be allowed to drive cars
a t Lawrence was passed 26-5.
Stott proposed that a Speakers
Forum Board of Control would
collectively vote on Speakers
Forum policy, but would leave
the selection of individual speak
e rs to the Forum itself. In this
way, the opinions of a radical
chairm an of Speakers Forum
would be balanced by the Board
of Control.
David Chambers explained the
present autonomy of Speakers
Forum . It was voted autonomous
last y ear by the Senate so that
the Rockwell lecture would not
appear to be sponsored by the
Lawrence student body. At the
present, the only control that the
Senate has over Speakers Forum
is withdrawal of funds.
Jim S treater, co-chairman of
Speakers Forum, explained that
he sits on the Committee on Pub
lic Occasions.
Mary Morton,
Dean of Women, also sits on the
Committee and reviews all en
tries into the Lawrence schedule.
The Committee decided last year,
however, that it would not take
it upon itself to prevent any
speaker chosen by Speakers
Forum to appear.
Stott argued that this autonomy
gives any chairm an of Speakers
Forum too much responsibility.
In fact, Stott argued, we can
see from the m istakes that
Speakers Forum has m ade that
there is too much responsibility
placed here. He added that a
Board of Control could do the
work that Miss Morton now has
to do in reviewing lectures to
be scheduled.
Sue Nordin asked for the floor
so th a t she could present the
results of an opinion poll which
she has taken in dormitories and
fraternities. Of the 430 people
who responded, she found that a
m ajority were opposed to the
Fugs Concert and to a number
of other things connected with it.

Injured Lawrentian
RecuperatesAbroad
Scott Matteson, a Lawrence ju
nior, is doing satisfactorily in a
German hospital after a severe
fall last week at the university’s
German campus, according to a
cable received two days ago
from the Lawrentian’s European
desk.
Matteson was sliding down
the bannister in the main hall of
Schloss Boennigheim when he
slipped at a turn in the railing
and fell some ten feet to the
m arble floor onto his head. He
had been drinking moderately at
the time.
He was taken immediately to
a nearby hospital, and is ex
pected to be hospitalized for
about four weeks.
Matteson arrived in Europe
two weeks ago with forty-two
other Lawrence students for the
two term study session ending
in June.
Schloss Boennigheim is the old
castle occupied by Lawrence
University and Schiller College,
and is used for classes, dining,
and women’s residences.
The
Schloss, named for the surround
ing town of 5,000, is near Stutt
gart, in the Baden-Wurtemburg
district.

S treater continued his argu
ment for the autonomy of Speak
ers Forum by stating th at Law
rence would have fewer educa
tional experiences if a m ajority
of the student body had to agree
on each speaker. Under a Board
of Control, Speakers Forum
would “ suffer badly,” and a
chairm an of the Forum would
have to be one who is willing to
share glory or defeat.
Aran Schauffler suggested that
Stott’s motion was too vague to
be responsibly voted on by the
Senators and it was tabled for
one week. Members of various
established Boards of Control
will be present a t next week’s
meeting to explain their roles as
members of these Boards to the
Senators.
In Old Business, Andy Saxe’s
motion that the Senate recom
mend to the Committee on Ad
ministration that juniors be al
lowed to m aintain cars at Law
rence was discussed. Saxe chang
ed his original motion to read
that Student Senate ‘‘supports the
Lawrentian Editorial Board in
recommending that juniors be
allowed to have o ars” and the
Senate also recommends that
sophomores be allowed to have
oars and freshmen be allowed to
drive.
After discussing the problems
of insurance, parking, danger,
the “ suitcase college,M and re
sponsibility, the Senate passed
the motion 26-5. Kevin Hansen
presented a motion to suggest
that the Committee on Adminisration issue a statem ent on the
school search policy to be post
ed in the dormitories. It carried
unanimously.

Trever Hall Has
Less Vandalism
“So far, it’s been a better year,”
said Marwin 0 . Wrolstad, univer
sity business manager, referring
to property dam age in Trever
Hall.
This year vandalism has been
less of a problem compared to
other years. In Trever four phones
have been damaged, one ripped
off the wall entirely. Other phones
have had cords ripped off or
parts damaged. Lars Laubinger,
head resident of Trever. believes
most of the trouble is caused by
men who are drunk.
Also this year, the switchboard
has been out of order three times,
and there has been trouble with
slugs in the vending machines.
Last year vandalism was more
of a problem. Sevoral phones
were ripped off the walls, expen
sive wall covering was tom off,
vending machines were kicked
and broken, and pictures were de
faced.
The Trever house council deals
with any vanoals who are caught,
fining them or imposing work
penalties. Wrolstad explained that
there is a “ contagious disrespect
for property,” so the school tries
to keep up the maintenance of the
buildings. However, when some
thing is destroyed, it isn’t re
placed immediately, as was done
in other years.
If the dam age is deliberate, a
dam age report is filled out and
given to the Dean ano the head
resident. If individuals are iden
tified, they are billed. Otherwise,
either the house council or the
school must absorb the cost. The
business office handles the final
payment.
Said Wrolstad: “Vandalism is
very discouraging to the people
who maintain the buildings. We
hope the current trend of respect
for school property continues.”

Kenneth R. Venderbush also of
fered a verbal explanation of
the policy. He said that contrary
to an incident in Trever last
year, the police are only allowed
to enter a room with a search
warrant.
Also, two people,
preferably in the presence of the
student, can search a room with
permission from the Dean’s of
fice if they indicate what they
are searching for.
No action
can be taken against anything
uncovered in the search.
E arlier in the meeting, Steve
Ponto, T reasurer of the Senate,
announced that Marwin O. Wrol
stad, Business M anager of the
University,
has
stated
that
S treater’s removal of Speakers
Forum funds from the Business Of
fice was done without perrmssj-^01^
would be
and th at nothing like that wv
forTned srtudent-fecuky
ever happen again.
uddoral review board which m et
h at very afternoon determined
he conditions of the suspension.
n .
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Students Evaluate£ £ i E F E S s f i
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aid not need the pass-fail system
as a means for exploration into
various fields, because required
courses allow the student to cov
er the major academic areas.
Required courses were consid
ered to be too important to be
pass-fail. However, there are in
dications that these decisions
may be reevaluated.
While no official recommenda
tions have been made, a memi>er
of the Stu-Fac indicated that the
physical education classes may be
made pas&fail.

Jarleton’s president Nason.
afternoon, the review
determined the sentence:
Questionnaires were releastd ay “academ ic and social su6Wednesday as part of a poll ereion.” The students were not
which students at Lawrence ca>rced to leave the campus, as
register their opinions on thehe punishment wa6 not intended
courses and professors. The pot) be a financial one, but they
part of a project undertaken b ere not allowed to participate
juniors Marie Bruzonsky a n any activities. The sentence
Mark Catron last year, will ciiso included another curious
minate in the publication of tHipulalion: the ten suspended
Student Guide to Courses artudents were not perm itted to
Teachers to be published befoialk to Carletonian reporters,
the beginning of school ne:
year
Hie project received inspir n
/. c
#
<
tion from such noted studei D ° n * S e t t l e t o r L e S S
guides as the Harvard Confide Rah4ow’s charges no m ore for
tial Guide which has been p u the best! And you get extras
lished by the H arvard Crimsc such a s free gift w rappii^
Howie Stieber
for over 40 years. Last ye« and free initialing because we
Bruzonsky and Catron reviewe believe fine m erchandise deMonday thru Friday
numerous publications, questioiserves a little pampering,
1230 on Every Dial
naires, and written m ateru
n a u ë r w A f 'c
from other schools on evaluatio
P A H -L Q W 5
8 to 9 on
of courses and teachers. T h ir Luggage - Leather Goods term , a committee chaired b
Gifts
Ann Branston worked out a ten
M3 w . CoMeg<. Ave.
tative questionnaire which wa
submitted for comment and cri
ticism to faculty, administration
and students shortly before
end of school.
■■
*
■ —
Bruzonsky and Catron studie«
the faculty and admdnistrativ<
reaction during the summ er an<
drafted a final questionnaire
These questionnaires are to b
completed by students and re
WALK-UP TELLER SERVICE
turned within the next few days
9 am. - 10 am.
3 pm. - 5 pm.
From there, the results will b
partly computer-analyzed u__
the supervision of Cotton Davi
The com puter analysis and
individual questionnaire sheet
will be evaluated by upperdas
M c tâ jto a J L fê a ttjc Ê
m ajors in each of the départi
m ents who will write up the rel
views on the courses and instnic
tors. The write ups which wil
Member F.D .I.C.
tentatively be submitted by th<
end of this term , will then bC
edited by Bruzonsky and Catroi"
to give continuity to the entire
i
u u n i u
guide.

ICQCnCTS,

lours«*>ard

Hear. . .

P R OGR A M
X

WHBY

STUDENTS

Use Oar COMPLETE Facilities

FIRST ,

The guide, containing evalua
tions of courses over a three
term basis, will be printed in
magazine form at and sold for
about one doll'ar. At the present
tim e only a limited number of
m ajors have been selected to do
the initial write ups and people
are also needed for business, dis
tribution, compilations, etc. Any
one interested should contact
Bruzonsky or Catron as soon as
possible.

READ POETRY
Anyone who would like to
read poetry for East House,
contact Jim Noble, Jim Joesten or Pat Hall at ext. 540.
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LLJCC Prospects Brighten
In Faculty-Student Hearing
The Commit toe on Administra
tion, Fred Phelps, associate pro
fessor of physics, and John Dreher, assistant professor of phil
osophy, held an informal hearing
with interested students on the
proposed Lawrence University
Community Council last Tuesday.
Dave Chambers and Jim Snod
grass, president and vice presi
dent of Student Senate respect
ively, gave brief opening rem arks
on the worth of LUCC as a sub
stitute for the present Student
Senate system. “ It is easy for
students to get carried away
thinking they have power or de
pressed realizing they are im
potent,” explained Chambers. “ It
is encouraging to know that you
as a student have some real power.
With Kenneth Venderbush, dean
of men, presiding, the faculty and
students posed questions to each
other concerning LUCC. Miss
Dorothy Draheim, registrar, in
quired as to the “machinery for
creation of agenda." Snodgrass
replied that the current agenda
system of the Senate did not
work, but under LUCC it would
probably be different since, as
Chambers explainer, “ We won’t
have half-baked proposals sub
mitted because, writh the addition
of the faculty, LUCC will be a
more responsible body.”
Theodore Cloak, professor of
theatre, maintained that the stu
dents are “ asking for a lot of
aolditionai power to begin with.”
He noted that there was a big dif
ference between Jim S treater’s
and Chambers’ approach to pow
er. Mark Orton countered that a
body with no power would “ bore
the faculty out of their m inds”
and LUOC “will dissolve into the
mess which is Student Senate
now.”
Venderbush, however, said that
through evolution the faculty
woula turn more power over to
the students just as the upper
house had turned more power to
the lower bouse in British P arlia
ment. Chambers disagreed; he
felt that accepting the Vender
bush evolution theory on LUCC
would be “dangling a carrot in
front of a horse” and “ starting
off on the wrong foot.” Ben Stott
adde^. “ If you are so confident
that it will evolve, why not ac
cept the inevitability and pass
k now?”
Chambers, replying to D reher’s
comments, said that “the over
riding concern of LUCC is action
for responsfcility for the Univer
sity — not the car rule, open
dorms, etc.” Cloak stated that
students must show responsibil
ity, must first dem onstrate that
LUOC can be a “workable, feas
ible plan.” Chambers replied that
a lack of means for responsible
action leads to irresponsible ac
tion such as the “minor act of
ctvil disobedience” last year over
open dorms.
In a dispute over how much
power and responsibility the fac
ulty would be handing over to
the students under the LUCC con

stitution, Chuck Mercier suggest
ed a solution: if action taken by
LUCC was contrary to the inter
ests of the Lawrence community,
a certain percentage of students
and faculty could petition to
force reconsideration of the ac
tion. This could serve as a check
on the clause which allows LUCC
to legislate in social m atters.
Another dispute involved the
myth surrounding LUCC and the
students and faculty. Jane Paul
sen and Orton called for aboli
tion of the “ bloc” concepts of
students and faculty and the fear
of radical legislation from LUCC.
Miss Mary Morton, dean of wom
en, said that the fear was not of
radical legislation, but the lack
of continuity of student bodies;
h a t is, students are only here for
four years and are not well aware
of the Lawrence scene as are the
faculty who have been around for
a long time. M errier pointed out
that the faculty on LUCC could
show the students the “long term
interest” if necessary.
As the hour and a hah' meeting
closed, Phelps rem arked that
LUCC could now probably pass,
but action must be taken soon
while there is no controversy be
tween students and faculty.

WHBY Holds
Honors News
Recent events involving official
recognition of Chuck McKee, As
sociated Press Little All Anwrican, and Gary Hietpas, AP Hon
orable Mention for the sam e hon
or has caused conflict between
Appleton’s various news media.
t 4v? conflict began when Bill Kiss,
unpaid team statistician, and a
prim ary figure in publicizing the
two to the NCAA, requested that
he be sent the certificates of rec
ognition McKee was to receive.
When Kiss’s first request to
the New York AP Office, made
some six hours after the news
release went unanswered, the
request was repeated. The reply
was then received that the certi
ficate had been sent to the region
al office in Milwaukee.
The Milwaukee office revealed
that the aw am in question had
been forwarded to radio station
WHBY at the request of Jam es
Choudoir. Choudoir then answefed all requests for information on
McKee’s award negatively.
Even when contacted by official
Lawrence news media, Choudoir
refused to allow a picture of the
certificate to be taken and used
by the University. Choudoir sta
ted, “This concerns the AP and
Chuck; Lawrence has nothing to
do with it.”
As a result of WHBY’s action,
the Appleton Post-Crescent and
radio station WAPL, Appleton’s
two other AP outlets, decided to
make separate awards to McKee
and Hietpas.
The identical trophies were pre
sented Thursday night at the Phi
Delta Theta fraternity house.

A P E N S IV E Kenneth R. Venderbush, dean of men, listens intently as Student Sen
ators debate the merits of a board of control for Speakers Forum. The senate also passed
a resolution requesting that the car rule be extended, allow ing sophomores and juniors
to maintain cars on campus, and any student to drive a car.

Broderick Explains
Stand On Drug Use
In a recent release from the of
fice of Francis L. Broderick, Dean
of Lawrence and Downer Col
leges, the university’s policy on
the “possession or use of narcotics»
and hallucinogens” was made
clear.
The notice explained that the
possession or use of these drugs
is “ at variance with the aim s of
the university community.” ^he
users of such drugs open them
selves to “ immediate suspension
or, in cases of unusual gravity,
dismissal
The statem ent added “ that the
University is more than willing
to m ake available its counseling
resources . . . to any of its stu
dents who has a problem arising
from use of narcotics.”
The Broderick edict implied
that a more complete statem ent
on drugs might em erge before
the end of this year. However, the
present statem ent was issued “so
that no Lawrence student will
have any ground for misunder
standing the firmness of the Uni
versity’s stand on this issue.”

ARIEL
Students who returned to
school this term from Boenningheim or other off-campus
programs can pick up their
copy of the 1967 Ariel between
1:00 p.m. and 3:00 p.m. Mon
day and Tuesday, Jan. 22 and
23, in the Terrace Room of the
Union.
Faculty, administration, and
freshmen can still purchase the
1966 Ariel and the 1967 Ariel
for $4.00 per copy by contact
ing Mark Bruzonsky, Phi Gam
ma Delta, Ext. 533.

For Distinctive
M erchandise

Treasure Box
Gift Shep
W e welcome y o u to co m e in,
browse’ around.

ONE DAY
> SERVICE •
and oniy a Block from Campus

C L A R K ’ S CLEANERS
311 East College Avenue

-CALENDARFriday, January 19—
Film Classics: “ Band of Out
siders,” Youngchild 161,
8 p.m.
Lawrence Opera Theatre, “ The
Merry Wives of Windsor,” E x
perimental Theatre, 2 and
8 p.m.
Film Classics: “ Band of Out
siders” and “Paths of Glory”
7 p.m.
Saturday, January 20—
Sig Ep, DG Party, Co
Hotel, 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Film Classics, Double Feature,
7 p.m.
Sunday, January 21—
Lawrence Symphony Band,
Chapel 3 p.m.
Sage Open House, 7-10 p.m.
Film Classics: “ Paths of
Glory,” Stansbury, 8 p.m.
Tuesday, January 23—
Science Colloquium: “ An In
troduction to Inorganic Cat
alysis: Reductions of Inert
Species through Interactions
of Oxy-Ions,” Prof. Gilbert
Haight, Univ. of Illinois (Urbana) Youngchild 161, 4:30
p jn .
Phi Beta Kappa lecture, Mr.
Long ley, Art Center, 8 p.m.
Wednesday, January 24—
Special Chemistry 4 lecture
and demonstration by Prof.
Gilbert Haight, Youngchild
161, 9:50 a m.
Special Chemistry seminar:
“ Catalytic Reduction of In
ert Species through Interac
tions with Oxy-Ions,” Prof.
Haight, Youngchild 161, 7:30
p jn .
Thursday, January 25—
Junior recital, H arper 3 p.m.
Friday, January 26—
Film Classics: National Student
Film Festival, Youngchild
161, 7 p.m.
Basketball, Monmouth, 7:30
p.m.

H AVE YO U TH O U G H T A BO U T

VALENTINE (ARDS
See Them Early at

CONKEYS

BOOK

S T ORE

,

Senate Holds Control Board Plan
Passes Motion to Expand Car Rule
By BOB FELLOWS
The Student Senate discussed
the possibilities of a Speakers
Forum Board of Control at Mon
day night’s meeting. Ben Stott’s
motion to form such a board was
tabled for one week. Also, a
motion to recommend that sopho
mores and juniors be allowed to
maintain cars and that all Lawrentians be allowed to drive cars
at Lawrence was passed 26-5.
Stott proposed that a Speakers
Forum Board of Control would
collectively vote on Speakers
Forum policy, but would leave
the selection of individual speak
ers to the Fiorum itself. In this
way, the opinions of a radical
chairman of Speakers Forum
would be balanced by the Board
of Control.
David Chambers explained the
present autonomy of Speakers
Forum. It was voted autonomous
last year by the Senate so that
the Rockwell lecture would not
appear to be sponsored by the
Lawrence student body. At the
present, the only control that the
Senate has over Speakers Forum
is withdrawal of funds.
Jim Streater, co-chairman of
Speakers Forum, explained that
he sits on the Committee on Pub
lic Occasions. Mary Morton,
Dean of Women, also sits on the
Committee and reviews all en
tries into the Lawrence schedule.
The Committee decided last year,
however, that it would not take
it upon itself to prevent any
speaker chosen by Speakers
Forum to appear.
Stott argued that this autonomy
gives any chairman of Speakers
Forum too much responsibility.
In fact, Stott argued, we can
see from the mistakes that
Speakers Forum has made that
there is too much responsibility
placed here. He added that a
Board of Control could do the
work that Miss Morton now has
to do in reviewing lectures to
be scheduled.
Sue Nordin asked for the floor
so that she could present the
results of an opinion poll which
she has taken in dormitories and
fraternities. Of the 430 people
who responded, she found that a
majority were opposed to the
Fugs Concert and to a number
of other things connected with it.

Injured Lawrentian
RecuperatesAbroad
Scott Matteson, a Lawrence ju
nior, is doing satisfactorily in a
German hospital after a severe
fall last week at the university’s
German campus, according to a
cable received two days ago
from the Lawrentian’s European
desk.
Matteson was sliding down
the bannister in the main hall of
Schloss Boennagheim when he
slipped at a turn in the railing
and fell some ten feet to the
marble floor onto bis head. He
had been drinking moderately at
the time.
He was taken immediately to
a nearby hospital, and is ex
pected to be hospitalized for
about four weeks.
Matteson arrived in Europe
two weeks ago with forty-two
other Lawrence students for the
two term study session ending
in June.
Schloss Boennigheim is the old
castle occupied by Lawrence
University and Schiller College,
and is used for classes, dining,
and women’s residences. The
Schloss, named tor the surround
ing town of 5,000, is near Stutt
gart, in die Baden-Wurtemburg
district.

Streater continued his argu
ment for the autonomy of Speak
ers Forum by stating that Law
rence would have fewer educa
tional experiences if a majority
of the student body had to agree
on each speaker. Under a Board
of Control, Speakers Forum
would “suffer badly,” and a
chairman of the Forum would
have to be one who is willing to
share glory or defeat.
Ann Scbauffler suggested that
Stott’s motion was too vague to
be responsibly voted on by the
Senators and it was tabled for
one week. Members of various
established Boards of Control
will be present at next week’s
meeting to explain their roles as
members of these Boards to the
Senators.
In Old Business, Andy Saxe's
motion that the Senate recom
mend to the Committee on Ad
ministration that juniors be al
lowed to maintain cars at Law
rence was discussed. Saxe chang
ed his original motion to read
that Student Senate “supports the
Lawrentian Editorial Board in
recommending that juniors be
allowed to have cars” and the
Senate also recommends that
sophomores be allowed to have
oars and freshmen be allowed to
drive.
After discussing the problems
of insurance, parking, danger,
the “suitcase college,” and re
sponsibility, the Senate passed
the motion 26-5. Kevin Hansen
presented a motion to suggest
that the Committee on Adminisration issue a statement on the
school search policy to be post
ed in the dormitories. It carried
unanimously.

Trever Hall Has
Less Vandalism
"So far, it’s been a better year,”
said Marwin 0. Wrolstad, univer
sity business manager, referring
to property damage in Trevor
Hall.
This year vandalism has been
less of a problem compared to
other years. In Trever four phones
have been damaged, one ripped
off the wall entirely. Other phones
have had cords ripped off or
parts damaged. Lars Laubinger,
head resident of Trever, believes
most of the trouble is caused by
men who are drunk.
Also this year, the switchboard
has been out of order three times,
and there has been trouble with
slugs in the vending machines.
Last year vandalism was more
of a problem. Several phones
were ripped off the walls, expen
sive wall covering was tom off,
vending machines were kicked
and broken, and pictures were de
faced.
The Trever house council deals
with any vanoals who are caught,
fining them or imposing work
penalties. Wrolstad explained that
there is a “contagious disrespect
for property,” so the school tries
to keep up the maintenance of the
buildings. However, when some
thing is destroyed, it isn’t re
placed immediately, as was done
in other years.
If the damage is deliberate, a
damage report is filled out and
given to the Dean ano the head
resident. If individuals are iden
tified, they are billed. Otherwise,
either the house council or the
school must absorb the cost. The
business office handles the final
payment.
Said Wrolstad: “Vandalism is
very discouraging to the people
who maintain the buildings. We
hope the current trend of respect
for school property continues.”

Kenneth R. Venderbush also of
fered a verbal explanation of
the policy. He said that contrary
to an incident in Trever last
year, the police are only allowed
to enter a room with a search
warrant.
Also, two people,
preferably in the presence of the
student, can search a room with
permission from the Dean’s of
fice if they indicate what they
are searching for. No action
can be taken against anything
uncovered in the search.
Earlier in the meeting, Steve
Ponto, Treasurer of the Senate,
announced that Marwin O. Wrolstad, Business Manager of the
University, has stated that
Streater’s removal of Speakers
Forum funds from the Business Of
fice was done without permissdB
and that nothing like that w fl
ever happen again.
I

Students EvaluateI
Teachers, CourseM
Questionnaires were releases
Wednesday as part of a poll B
which students at Lawrence c f l
register their opinions on theH
courses and professors. The p o fl
part of a project undertaken
juniors Mark Bruzonsky a r fl
Mark Catron last year, will c i f l
minate in the publication of t lf l
Student Guide to Courses a i f l
Teachers to be published b e fo il
the beginning of school n e f l
year.
I
'Hie project received inspirfl
tion from such noted stud efl
guides as the Harvard ConfideM
tial Guide which has been p iM
lished by the Harvard Crimscfl
for over 40 years. Last y e a
Bruzonsky and Catron revieweH
numerous publications, questiorB
naires, and written m aterifl
from other schools on evaluatio®
of courses and teachers. T h ir l
term, a committee chaired b fl
Ann Branston worked out a terfl
tative questionnaire which wafl
submitted for comment and c r «
ticism to faculty, administration!
and students shortly before th J
end of school.
I
Bruzonsky and Catron studietfl
the faculty and administrative
reaction during the summer an<1
drafted a final questionnaire®
These questionnaires are to bfl
completed by students and r e l
turned within the next few d a y «
From there, the results will bfl
partly computer ^analyzed undefl
the supervision of Cotton Davisi
The computer analysis and t h l
individual questionnaire sheet!
will be evaluated by upperciasj
majors in each of the départi
ments who will write up the rel
views on the courses and instrucl
tors. The write ups whdch w ill
tentatively be submitted by t h J
end of this term, will then Ixfl
edited by Bruzonsky and Catror"
to give continuity to the entiré"
guide.
The guide, containing evalua
tions of courses over a three
term basis, will be printed in
magazine format and sold for
about one doll'ar. At the present
time only a limited number of
majors have been selected to do
the initial write ups and people
are also needed for business, dis
tribution, compilations, etc. Any
one interested should contact
Bruzonsky or Catron as soon as
possible.
READ POETRY
Anyone who would like to
read poetry for Bast House,
contact Jim Noble, Jim Joesten or Pat Hall at ext. 540.
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Letters to the Editor must be typed double-spaced, kept as short as possi
ble and submitted to the Lawrentian office no later than 7 p.m. IVednesday evening. All letters thus submitted and neither libelous nor in bad
taste will receive publication. The Laivrentian reserves the right to make
stylistic changes and to excerpt in order to facilitate printing, without
changing editorial content. All letters must be signed but names may be
withheld from publication for sufficient cause.

PRESS

ir published each week of the college year except during vacations by the
Lawrentian of Lawrence University. It is an editorially independent
newspaper published by interested students of the university primarily as
a service to students. The opinions and policies of this newspaper are
those of the editorial board of the Lawrentian and do not necessarily reflect
the views of any other group or individuals associated with Lawrence
University.
Second-class postage has been paid at Appleton, Wisconsin. 54911.
The Lawrentian is printed by Timmers Printing Company of Appleton
Subscriptions are $4.50 per year.

To the Editor:

The Jan. 12 Lawrentian report
ed an announcement made at the
Jan. 8 Stuoent Senate meeting. I
EDITOR ......................................................... PETER WITTENBORG
would like to correct three mis
Business M anager............................................... J. Markwood Catron
takes carried over into the report.
Managing Editor ............................................................ Scott Lewis
It is not true that the Stu-Fac
Advertising Managers ................. Bob Jenks, Mary Ellen Rysgaard
Committee has “approved” a
News Editor...................................................................... Kurt Baer
Demonstration Policy: we have
Feature Editors ............................. Bonnie Bryant, Nancy Kaplan
not yet voted on the matter. We
Sports Editor ................................................................. Dave Frasch
hope to bring our newest (third)
COpy Editor ...........••................................................. Suzanne Munro draft to vote at our Jan. 20 meet
M^ce-up Editor ............................................................... Bill French ing.
Associate News Editor ................................................. Cindy Henney
It is inaccurate to say only that
Associate Feature Editor ............................................ Nick Candee
“there were some reservations on
Assistant FTeature Editors ............................. Steve Bogue, Neil Hiller
the part of several1members of
Assistant Copy Editor .................................................... Graig Jordan
the Administration on the comCirculation Manager ................................................... Dave Carlsen jnittee.’’ All of the faculty and at
Photographers ................................ John Bvmes. Dennis McFadden
tasit some of the students in the
■committee joined the personnel
■deans in exploring ways in which
lour second draft might have been
limproved. An ad hoc proup of one
■professor and two students is now
[preparing the draft we will disIcuss on Jan. 20.
I Finally, I must point out that
Imy current rank is Assistant Pro
cessor, not Associate, but I am
Igrateful that the error was on the
■right side.
I In any case, we are working torvards a Demonstration Policy
Ithat will get across the message
Ithat the University will not inter
fere with a student’s right to pro
test, and that protesting students
Iwill not interfere with the rights
lof others. After Stu-Fac takes fi
nal action on the matter, a full
[written summary of our delibera
tions will be sent to Student Senlate, the Lawrentian and WLFM.
JOHN DREHER,

I

I
I

Adjudicate to Death
It appears that the last of three recent Judicial Board de
cisions, which the administration has found too lenient,
will he appealed to the president on the grounds that JBoard is adjudicating the rules out of existence. An action
of this type is unprecedented in Lawrence’s recent history,
and we believe this to be for good reasons.
Though we are not as certain of the J-Board’s motives
as the administration is, apparently that body no longer
feels the penalty customarily imposed by the deans is com
mensurate with the violation involved. Furthermore, we
question whether the administration’s penalties have been
an effective deterrent to these offenses.
The Judicial Board was established in order to provide
students with a meaningful alternative to administrative
jurisprudence. The recent J-Board decisions have pro
voked the administration to consider the wisdom of the
board’s existence. W e suggest that they question their
own jurisprudence instead.

Chairman Student-Faculty
Committe on Student
Affairs

Do the Editor:
I We, the undersigned, wish to
make known our general a$'eeLnent with the opinion expressed
an the editorial ‘More Porno
graphic Than Gross" in the Jan
uary 12 edition of the Lawren[tian. We wish further to pose
khe following questions:
1. Was the student body of
khe University polled or in any
way asked for an opinion on
whether or not the Fugs and
kllen Ginsburg should appear in
kppleton?
I 2. II yes, was this opinion
properly represented in Senate
packing of the project?
I 3. If not, who was responsible
lo r the choice?
I 4. Can this choice, if not an
[adequate expression of student
body opinion, be justified in (that
It involves such a considerable
pmount of money?
I 5. As a result of the opinion
poll (taken today (January 15),
now many Lawrentians will be
■attending or planning to attend
the concert?
I 6. We feel that Speakers For
lorn, as ,a part of Lawrence,
|jiK>uld be primarily concerned
^vith bringing individuals or
groups to Appleton, mainly in
the interest of the students, fac
ulty, and ¿administration of the
University of which they are a
part. Therefore, does the num
ber of people from Lawrence
who will attend or »who are plan
ning to attend the concert (i.e.,
the portion of the audience rep
resented by Lawrentians) signifi
cantly represent (the University,
enough to justify University fi
nancial support of the project?
We would further wish to raise
the following points:
1.
We feel that the University
should be concerned with the
image it presents of itself with
in the .community of Appleton,
inasmuch as that image should
be an honest representation of

the interests and taste of the
whole student body.
2.
It is of interest Lo note that
while “Streater hopes for a good
turnout for the concert and feels
confident that there will tte a
good response,” Mr. Streater
also “suggested the motion to
absolve Speakers Forum of any
possible loss incurred by the ap
pearance of Allen Ginsburg and
the Fugs February 19.”
JANE McCLENEGHAN
WINNIE LAMONS »
PAT MODISETT
MARION PARIS
LAURIE MAGEE
LINDA McNEELY
PEGGY HURT .
SANDI BONSETT
ELIZABETH MAHON
FLORRIE HOWE
SUZIE DRISCOLL
CAROLYN MARTIN
SARAH JENKINS
ALICE FARVER
ALYSON YOUNGHUSBAND
KAREN DRULINER

To The Editor:
1 would like to congratulate
you on your excellent editorial
about
Streater’s
autonomous
Speakers Forum in the Janu
ary 12 issue.
The Editorial Board is very
correct in all they say. I was
very disappointed when the Stu
dent Senate absolved Streeter of
all responsibility in the engage
ment of the Ginsburg and Fugs
forthcoming display.
At each Student Senate meet
ing I have attended, the treasur
er of Senate has always seemed
dubious concerning the balance
of Senate funds. There h i» al
ways been a reference toward
some committee or committees
spending more than their allotted
budget and increasing the pos
sibility of a deficit in the Senate
budget. Hie last meeting brought
forth a recommendation by the
treasurer that Streater’s absurd
calculation of expenditures wee
indeed sound and responsible.
By absolving Streater of any
financial loss that may result
from the GinsbergFugs appear
ance, the Senate has perhaps in
advertently allowed itself into a
position of fiscal delinquency in
that it may be guaranteeing

more funds than it has. Further
more, this single engagement by
the Speakers Forum will slight
the Lawrence community of
other performances by worth
while speakers.
BUZZ SILVESTER, »71
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Will the person who remov
ed the plaster cast of the Luca
della Robbia “Singing Gallery”
from the wall in Room 113
Main Ilall please return it.
The cast is the personal prop
erty of Ann Jones, professor
of French, who hung it in this
classroom for her own 'and her
students’ delectation.

TAKE A TRIP
OUT WEST

I

(College Avenue)
Clip This Ad for a

10c DISCOUNT
on Any Sandwich

BIG "POOR BOYS" or
"H E R O S "............... 85c
Big Beef Burger . . . 40c
Kosher Corned Beef .9$^
17 other Good Sandwiches

Open 11:00 a.m. - 2 a m.
Tuesday thru Saturday
Mondays: 11:00 to 8:00
Closed Sundays

Chock Wagon
317 West College
across from Sears

Get Your Hair
Clipped at

BOB’S BARBER
SHOP
Third Floor Zuelke Building

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

OKAŸ(i® u PIp o s t s — it 's TIME TO HIT THE SACK."

I

= Carleton J-Board
H Lashes Protestors

L A W R E N T IA N S recently returned from the overseas campus at Boennigheim posed for
this group portrait last summer on the back steps of the schloss. Charle Breunig will re
turn from his toUr of duty as director of the center in September and E. Graham W ar
ing, professor or religion, will assume the post.

The Carleton Report - 1
B y N E IL H IL L E R and B O N N IE B R Y A N T

{Northfield, Minn.
In the spring Kxf 1966, 800
Carleton students participated in
a torchlight procession to the
home of college president John
W. Nidon to dram atize what
Carleton Student A ssoda t i o n
president E ric Janus describes
as “an effort to obtain a student
vote in the fonmdiaition of Social
policy."
According to Janus, N asons
reaction to the torchlight dem
onstration was that the requests
would have been as effective
had they been placed on his desk.
Though there have been demon
strations a t Carleton since, the
m ajor increases in social respon
sibility for students seen there
in the last y ea r and a half seem
to have been gained by more
peaceable methods.
The drive at Carleton for lib
eralized social policy began
three years ago a t which time
students enjoyed only occasion
al open houses and wished to
have invitational open dorm
hours established on a regular
basis according to Janus.
In answer to student requests,
the Committee on Social Policy,
after som e struggle, granted reg
ular afternoon invitational open
dorm hours, which were expand
ed in 1965-66 to include an eve
ning every other weekend in
men’s and women’s dorms.
The adm inistration m ade it
d e a r that they had to apprtxve
the open dorm s policy each year,
and that the provisions had to be
approved by the CSA, the Men’s
and Women’s Leagues and the
student proctors. This was the
way things stood in spring of
1966 at the tim e of the torchlight
demonstration.
A “blue ribbon committee” of
faculty, adm inistration and trus
tees — but no students — was
then established to study student
requests for liberalization. The
FAT com m ittee estab 1 i s h e d
policy outlines and recommen
dations on the issues involved,
but in the fall of 1966. the ad
ministration offered the sam e
open dorm regulations as in the
previous year.
The sftudents voted to reject
revisions of this proposal three
tim es before finally accepting
a compromise. Janus, at that
tim e a senator and head of the
Open House Committee, had

recommended accepting the pro
posal and negotiating for in
creases in student responsibilities
later. “I see no reason or ad
vantage for waiting to accept the
proposal,” said Janus. At that
time, according to The Oarietonian, "m any representatives re 
ported ‘tremendous pressures to
quit haggling and sta rt open
houses.* "
OPEN DORMS at CARLETON
Tuesday and Friday — 1-5
p.m. in Women’s dorms.
Wednesday and Sunday —
1-5 p.m. in Men’s dorms.
Friday — 7:30-11:30 in Wo
men’s dormsSaturday — 7:30 p.m .-l a.m.
in Men’s dorms.
In January of 1967, Janus ran
for CSA president on a moderate
platform. “ I was sick of Ir
responsible student agitation,”
he says. In large m easure due
to Janus’ reasonable approach,
and reasonable response by the
administration, the firrt two
term s of Janus’ presidency saw
the establishment of weekly F ri
day and Saturday night open
dorms. A feeling arose among
students that they were being
listened to by the administration
and, according to Janus, “It’s
been a lot healthier and slaner
around here since.”
Also last spring, the Carleton
trustees voted to accept a pro
posal that 21 year old students
be allowed to drink in their
rooms except during open dorms,
over the rejection by the Alumni
Board composed of a represen
tative of every fifth graduating
The new liquor policy went into
effect this fall, at which tim e the
F a c u l t y - Administration Commit
tee on Sodal Policy voted to re
new the open dorms privileges of
students with an additional hour
and a half on Saturday evenings
in men’s dorms requested by
the students.
“ In the last year,” says Janus
“ there’s
been
a
noticeable
change in attitude toward student
opinions.” The Carleton faculty
as such, he noted, does not vote
on social policy.
“ A majority of incoming fresh
men,” reports a recent issue of

the Carletoriian, “consider Carle
ton a ‘liberal’ college, accord
ing to a poll conducted recently
by the CSA Admission Commit
tee. Apparently influenced most
by Carleton students and student
publications, prospective mem
bers of the class of ’71 register
ed a progressive ‘image* of the
college in the areas of social
policies, political atmosphere and
curriculum.” It is not difficult
to see why.
Carleton
students
presently
have 25Vt hours of open dorm
privileges per ’week, including
9Mi hours on weekend evenings.
“The College,” says Janus, “does
not want to provide absolute
privacy.” Hence the adm inistra
tion has established the rule that
doors be open six inches and has
provided a system of proctoring
by students.
The Carleton adm inistration’s
position on open dorms is d e a r 
ly outlined in the FAT report
of Call 1966: while “the college
does not condone pre-m arital
sexual relationships,” it does
recognize the need for a place
“to study together, to listen to
music, to get better acquainted,
to resolve an «motional problem.
The sodal rooms and other com
mon facilities of the campus,
adequate for the needs of an old
er and sm aller generation, are
viewed as unsatisfactory, and
the result is the current demand,
at Carleton as well as elsewhere
for ‘open house.’ ”
The Carleton administration
has made realistic, reasonable
answer to those realistic and
reasonable demands.
NEXT WEEK: Daniel Van
Eyck, Carleton dean <of m en and
the
College,
appraises
his
school's philosophy \ and social
policy.

STAMP IT!

IT'S THE RAOE

REGULAR
M ODEL

Ten protesters who gathered
around a Marine recruiting desk
on the Carleton campus Novem
ber 20 were suspended for seven
days, according to a recent
week’s issue of the Carletonian.
The group of students who
were “outraged” a t what the
Marines represent, had gathered
in a tight obstructing formation
around the Marine recruiting
table at Carleton, denying access
to the recruiters. When Carleton’s dean of men, Daniel Van
Eyck, arrived at the dem onstra
tion, he asked the students to
“ cease and desist” or be sd>ject
to disciplinary action.
After the students refused to
leave, VanEyck asked the ma
rines to leave, since he could no
longer guarantee free access to
Che people wishing to see them.
VanEydc then told the stu
dents they would be suspended.
A newly formed student-faculty
ju d id al review board which m et
th at very afternoon determined
the conditions of the suspension.
The board consisted of equal
num bers of faculty m em bers and
“student leaders” handpicked by
Garieton’s president Nason
That afternoon, the review
board determined the sentence:
7-day “ academ ic and so d al sus
pension.” The students were not
forced to leave the campus, as
the punishment was not intended
to be a financial one, but they
w ere not allowed to participate
m any activities. The sentence
also induded another curious
stipulation: the ten suspended
students were not perm itted to
talk to Carletonian reporters.

MISSING CAMERA
The Conway has a cam era
which was left by a student
or parents of a student kast
month. Anyone who can iden
tify the cam era can claim it
at the Conway desk.

Stu-Fac Studies
Pass-Fail Plan
In recent meetings, the Student
Faculty Committee on Academic
Affairs has considered modifica
tions in the physical education re
quirement and pass-fail system
After lengthy discussion and
several votes, the Stu-Fac sent
a recommendation to the F ac
ulty Committee on Instruction ad
vocating that the maximum num
ber of pass-fail courses be in
creased from four to six.
Proposals to extend the; passfail system to sophomores and to
requirements were voted down.
The Stu-Fac felt that sophomores
did not need the pass-fail system
as a means for exploration into
various fidds, because required
courses allow the student to cov
er the m ajor academic areas.
Required courses were consid
ered to be too important to be
pass-fail. However, there are in
dications that these decisions
m ay be reevaluated.
While no official recommençations have been made, a memi>er
of the Stu-Fac indicated that the
physical education classes may be
made pas^fail.

Hear. . .
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Don't Settle for Less
Pah-low’s charges no m ore for
the best! And you get extras
such as free gift wrapping
and free initialing because we
believe fine merchandise de
serves a little pampering.

Howie Stieber
Monday thru Friday
1230 on Every Dial
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Luggage - Leather Goods Gifts
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STUDENTS
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CHAMBERS GOING OUT

Kneed For Change
By NANCY KAPLAN
David Chambers, president of
the Student Senate, is holding
elections for his successor a few
weeks early this year for several
reasons. He explained to the
Law rentian th at "it takes a t least
twio weeks for a president to get
used to having a phone in his
room ,” and coming into the job
after Winter Weekend hardly
gives the new executive tim e to
acclim ate himself to the position
before the term ends.
Chambers feels th a t he had
"about five minutes” to get used
to his job, to learn all that it en
tailed, and he thinks the next
president should be in a m ore
adaotageous position by taking
up the gavel slightly earlier in
the year. Chambers feels “the
tim e is rip e” for a successor,
especially since Chambers is cur.
rently recovering from an “ex
cruciatingly painful” knee opera
tion and is still “ subject to a t
tacks of Lnationaiity and de
lirium .”
In reference to the accomplish
ments • Chambers sees which
cam e to pass under his adm in
istration, he pcints first though
with no great flamboyance or
co-ordination, to the inclusion of
concern with both internal and
external issues. He cites the
m igrant worker, Milwaukee dem 
onstration, and butter program s
the senate acted on last year as
examples of issues which pertain
ed to the world outside Lawrence,
but which influenced the Law
rence community enough to
m erit the senate’s attention.
The recently demoustachioed
Chambers feels, however, that
these issues were handled poor
ly because he and the senators
neglected to show their consti
tuents why the m atters were of
import to students.
Chambers points to the Viet
Nam referendum of last spring,
saying that Lawrence was one
of the first schools in the coun
try to poll opinions on the war,
and the Trever “ visit-in” as "the
first organized piece of civil dis
obedience at Lawrence."
The infirm Chambers is cur
rently visiting consti t u e n c y
meetings to glean student opin
ion, to try to get people more
interested in the senate, and to
set a precedent of direct contact
which he hopes his successor
will emulate. He senses that
the “t r a d i t i o n a l , hackneed,”
(sic) seasonal lull in interest in
the senate has set in again, and

Doubleday Seeks
Student Essays
Doubleday & Company, Inc., has
announced plans to publish a vol
ume of approximately twenty
autobiographical essays written
by college students. Until the end
of April 1968, Doubleday will ac
cept complete (short) autobio
graphies, autobiographical chap
ters and autobiographical episodes
that do not exccod 8,000 words.
F or essays used in the book,
Doubleday will pay $100. All rights
to the essays, except for Double
day’s use of them, will remain
with the authors. Unpublished en
tries will be returned to their
senders.
Doubleday has tentatively titled
the volume “ Growing Up in Am
erica” and plans to select essays
that “will, while reflecting the
regional and social variety of
American life and the individual
ity of the authors, afford some
insights into the mind and char
acter of the much-discussea ris
ing generation."
Warren Beck, professor of Eng
lish, will receive and forward es
says submitted for the volume.

he is hoping to detect the cause
of student disenchantment with
the senate.
Chambers sees as the m ajor
failure of the senate in the last
year its near monopoly by “ a
sort of leftist clique” which got
into debates im portant to it, but
which failed to generate interest
in the rest of the student body.
Chambers feels th at this group
tended to alienate others by not
involving them directly, and he
feels personally responsible for
this fault because he neglected
to indicate the importance of
several m atters to the m ajority
of the student body.
Chambers foresees th at the
proposed LUCC is a positive ele
m ent in future student govern
ment because it enables the uni
versity community
to
have
something reflective of actual
community self-government.
The affianced Chambers re 
m arks that he found his job as
president “ not as I expected a t
all. You can get less done than
I thought. You might be able to
get more done from the floor
of the senate” th an from the
Chair.

He feels strongly th at Law
rence is now a t a critical stage
in its development. He realizes
that in the next few years the
school will “ make or break
itself.” He m aintains that “we
have to offer a unique education
and get a unique student unless
we want to go the way of Down
e r."
In considering changes that
should be m ade in the present
senate, the convalescent Cham
bers notes hat “the budget is all
wrong. The priorities we have
are all misdirected. What makes
a university is the education
which comes out of it, and Home
coming has nothing to do with
that. Things such as the social,
Union, and Homecoming commit
tees get too much attention”
while funds could be m ore prof
itably directed toward m ore and
better speakers and educational
events.
Chambers’s plans for the future
inaludes ‘the commencement of a
common-law m arriage, the ful
filment of a life-long desire to
become a speed freak, and the
study of situational ethics under
the guidance of General Hershey
and Dean Rusk.”

RENEITA ART CENTRE
H ie center for all your art supplies, picture fram ing and gifts
of art.
606-608 N. LAWE
Phone 734-3272

GUIDED MISCELLANY

M an

D A VID CHAMBERS, now void of moustache and hamp
ered by a mending kn«e is retiring early from his position
as president of Student Senate. Elsewhere on this page
Chambers unabashedly discusses his injury, the past, and
the future prospects for the senate.

On F l o o r

By BONNIE BRYANT
This great egalitarian society
of ours has made vast inroads in
eliminating the stratifications of
society. Every man in Henry
Ford’s plant could afford to own
one of his cars. Free education
is steadily eliminating the intel
lectual differences which separ
ate would-be scholars. And na
tionalistic supporters even hold
that every boy born in this coun
try has an equal opportunity to
become president.
There is, however, one aspect
of differentiation in which there
have been no advances in spite
of the phenomenal gains in bio
logical studv. and that is sex.
Men are still men. women are
still women, and workmen in wo
m en’s dorms still present an
awkward situation.
Everv new building has its
quirks, but it seems that the
heating problem in Kohler has
caured on inordinate amount of
difficulty. Throughout the build
ing can be found bewildered men
armed with monkey wrenches and
blueprints.
In somewhat g reater quantity
are the dam sels (chilly no doubt),
flitting from alcove to alcove, in
adequately garbed, attempting to
elude the piercing gazes of those
concerned with heat. Clearly
Kohler Hall is an equal opportun
ity residence.
One disconcerted senior woman
announced that there were “ iren
on every floor, just standing
around looking for one another.”
Ten men appeared on the sev
enth floor last Friday night, pre
ceded by a booming “ Man on
floor!” After that the alert girls
heard a somewhat more subdued
male voice saying “ You should
h a \e let me go first, I yell quiet
er." Another said, surprisedly,
“ Cripes! Is this a girl’s dorm?
I’m a m arried m an !”
The Kohler girls have made an
attem pt, perhaps in desperation,
perhaps of necessity, to strike up
friendly relationships with the
gentlemen in the halls, and in the
elevators, and in the rooms, and
on the stairs, and in the lounges.

The opening gambit is simple:
“ Hello, are you working on the
heat?” The men, misunderstand
ing the friendly efforts, usually
reply, “ Yeah, which is your
room, I’ll get around to it sooner
or later." “Oh, no,” returned one
senior, “my heating’s fine, but
can you fix drippy faucets?”
One workman, anticipating a
heavy workload and a lot of doub
le-time, over-time, attem pted to
sign out a key-card. "Can I have
one of those funny little cards for
the door?" he asked rather sheep
ishly. The desk lady handed him
the card with the stem warning,
“ Don’t give it to any underclass
m en.” All was well, except he was
unable to explain his exact des
tination.
Six fraternity men donned their
bluejeans (which have been out
of circulation since the spring of
1966) arm ed themselves with var
ious tools of their trade, and a t
tempted a m ass fixation of Koh
ler’s heat problems. They were,
however, exposed and expelled
when it was discovered that they
all had been in the same room
for four hours.
One Kohler senior em erged
from her room only to discover
a group of men having a seminar
on heat in the hall. She discretely
announced herself:
“ Girl on
floor!”
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PILLOWS
BRING YOUR OLD PILLOW TO PEERLESS
The old feathers from your pillow are cleaned and put
into new covering — Usually $ 2.75 — Now a sp e cia l . . .
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Phis, Betas Lead
In Quad Sports

Vike Grapplers Face
Cornell, Grinnell, Coe
The Lawrence wrestling squad
began practice on January 3
behind the driving leadership of
Captain Je rry Nightingale. “This
is the hardest any team has
worked a t Lawrence since I’ve
been here,” declared Goach
Roberts.
With fifteen practice sessions
behind them, the Vikes travel to
Beloit where they tangle with
three strong conference foes —
Cornell, Grinnell and Coe. As the
defending conference champion,
Cornell presents the greatest ob
stacle to Viking success tom or
row.
Roberts takes a solid corps of
experienced wrestlers to the sea
son opener. Team leader J e r
ry Nightingale captured the 137
pound championship as a sopho
more and finished second last
year at 146. This year Nightin
gale wrestles a t 1S2.
Senior Bill Mittlefehldt placed
second in the 191 pound class as
a sophomore and competition in
the sam e class this year. Bill
Baird, a junior, moves to 177
after finishing fourth last year
at 191. Letterm en Harvey Takemoto, Je rry Clifford, Bill Pearlman and E arl Tryon all seniors,
also return. Fully recovered
from last y ea r’s knee injury',
Dave Toycen enters the lineup
at 145.
The rest of the team consists
of Ja y Mancani, Jim Sherman,
Tony Berman, Greg Exarhos,
STUDENT
SENATE PRESIDENT
Petitions for Student Senate
President will be due by 7 p.m.
Tuesday, January 23 at the
Lawrentian office. Space lim
itations prohibit printing of
petitions longer than 700 words.

Chad Cumming, Dan Vogel and
Line Saito. None of these is a
letter-winner.
Vogel and Saito
however won state champion
ships in high school.
As usual, the problem of depth
confronts the team — this year
at the lighter and heavier
weights. An injury to Dale Schuparra, a prime candidate to
wrestle 177, is a loss to the team.
Barring no further injuries, the
Vike grapplers anticipate a high
ly successful season.

Colloquium About
Inorganic Catalysis
Three science lectures given
under the American Chemical So
ciety’s Visiting Science Program
will be heard here next Tuesday
and Wednesday, Jan. 23 and 24.
Gilbert P. Haight, Jr., professor
of chemistry at the University of
Illinois, will discuss chemical
mechanisms and reactions in a
series of public talks in room 161,
Youngchild Hall.
At 4:30 p.m. Tuesday Haight
will speak on “An Introduction to
Inorganic Catalysis: Reductions
of Inert Species through Interac
tions of Oxy-Ions.” The talk
will be preceded by a coffee hour
at 4 p.m.
At 9:50 a.m. Wednesday the
scientist will present a demon
stration lecture and color film
on chemical reaction rates.
At 7:30 p.m. that day he will
discuss “Catalytic Reductions of
Inert Spades through Interactions
of Oxy-Ions ”
The talks concern ways in which
particularly ^ ab le chemical com
pounds may be induced to react
through the use of catalysts. P u r
pose of such studies is to under
stand the mechanisms by which
the reactions occur.

Vike Bucketmen To Battle
Beloit’s ‘Bucs/ Coe Cagers
Action on the road continues
for the basketball team this week
end as the Vikings will be m eet
ing a pair of Midwest Conference
toes.
On F riday night, Lawrence
travels to the southern part of
the state for a contest at Beloit
College and Saturday Lawrence
continues on to Cedar Rapids,
Iowa for a gam e with Ooe College.
After three MC tilts, Lawrence
has a 1-2 record, the latest deris
ion being a 84-711 loss to Ripon
College last Saturday.
In that game, the Vikes stayed
with the Redmen, a pre-season
pick to win the conference champ
ionship, for the first half but then
faded as Ripon pulled away mid
way through the final period
In commenting about the Ripon
game, Coach Clyde Rusk of the
Vikings said: “ Take nothing away
from Ripon. They came up with
a good all-around gam e and re
m em ber they were bouncing back
after a pair of defeats.”
Rusk also noted that Lawrence
played a steady gam e,” but sev
eral mental lapses on defense
hurt us or the outcome might
have been different.”
“We still have that good at

After the first week of the IF
cage season, the standings great
ly resemble last y ear’s finish, as
the Phis, Betas and the Delts are
again fighting it out for the top
positions.
Thus far, the Betas and the
Phis, who clash on Friday, have
been the most impressive ball
dubs. The Beta floor attack is
led by flaming Mike Matheson,
the only player in the league to
have had goal tending called on
his nose. The high scorer for the
Beta machine has been Rod
Clark, who has compiled 48 points
during the first three games.

titude and confidence that we
can win,” Rusk pointed out "and
we hope to improve our record
this weekend.”
Rusk had praise for Bob Town
send who scored 22 points against
Ripon and also for Mike Andrews
and the fine rebounding job he
did as well as the reserve role
turned in by Mark Harju.
Townsend’s 22-point effort boost
ed his team scoring lead over
runnerup
Andrews. Townsend
has scored 124 points in the seven
Lawrence games while Andrews
has 111 markers.
Team captain Brian Bock ranks
third in scoring with 89 points
while Brad Childs with 79 and
Don Brooks with 77 are battling
for the,No. 4 spot.
Lawrence has a 4-3 record for
the season.
One of the m ajor hurdles the
Vikes will have to overcome
against Beloit is the towering
Jones brothers, Jim and Kit, who
are consistent scorers and re
bounders. In a Monday night
game against Cornell, the Jones
boys, who stand 6'8” each, com
bined for 57 points, with Jim
scoring 31 and Kit 26.

Tired of Dorm “Mystery Meals?”
Add Spice to Your Life with a P IZ Z A from |
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TH E LIT TLE CHUTE goalie vainly defends his position
from the properly placed pucks of the Lawrence hockey
team. The Vikes followed this 3-0 victory by beating the
L og Cabin Hockey Club 7-1.

Lawrence Icemen Open;
Defeat Little Chute Six» 3-0
The Lawrence U n i v e r s i t y
hockey team began their 1966
season by skating off with a 3-0
victory over the lit tle Chute
Hockey Club last Wednesday on
the Jones P ark rink. F ro m the
opening face-off, the superiority
of the Lawrence six was appar
ent. In fact, one need only study
the personnel of the team to un
derstand the greatness, or a t
least the vitality involved.
Two veterans are positioned on
the defensive, with captain Jeff
G ardner and Alex MeJoy return
ing from la st y ea r's squad.
Freshm en Scott Miatthews and
E d Neville are also showing
great promise on defense.
In front of this stalw art de
fense a re several outstanding,
linemen. Those who should see
a lot of action on the line a re
senior Jeff Riley, sophomore Boh
W arren an d
freshmen F red
Carzoii and Dave Mitchell. With
these fine players as a nucleus
th e team has an optimistic out
look on the season and certainly
changed the Little Chute Club’s
outlook on their own season.
Basically, the nam e of last
Wednesday’s gam e was defense.
Dick Stachetti, the Vike goalie,
h ad very little business in the
nets as the Law reotiaas poke
and body checked the opposition
before they could advance to
shoot. The Little Chutians’ frus
tration was obvious as they fi
nally turned to fistacuffe instead
of goals for their satisfaction.
Again they w ere frustrated,
for the targ et of their passion
was defenseman Neville who was
not about to lose the fight, and
who, as it turned out, won the
gam e for Lawrence. He scored

ail three of the Lawrence goals
along with several good punches
and the opportunity to keep a
hat that was thrown on the ice
by an exuberant Lawrence fan
in recognition of the hat-trick.
The team had obviously r e 
cuperated by Monday n ig k when
they took the ice against an
other bag nam e team, the Log
Cabin Hockey Club. By the end
of this raucous affair the Lawrentaans had humbled the Log
Oabiniians to the tune of a 7-1
victory. Obviously experience
counted in Monday’s game, for
the team had jelled (almost
froze) since their first gam e to
the extent that the scoring was
m ore of a team effort than a
Neville-singular effort. Neville
did ram home a goal, for has
fourth in two gam es, but hat^
trick honors went to left wing
Carzoli who poured in three goals
to prove that Chicago boys can
m ake good.
W arren, tat the center position,
alm ost scored the “trick ” but
he was ham pered by a bad oougi
and only m anaged to score two
goals.
Matthews, “roughneck”
th at he is, powered in a goal
on a slap shot from the blue line.
Riley, in his first appearance
as eldest m em ber of the squad,
hogged his nam e into the scoring
column with two assists. AM In
all, it was Lawrence’s b est ef
fort of the season, played with
a team unity reflected in the
fact that Oaptain Gardner con-,
descended to play goalie tor the
evening. Yes, it was a g reat
night for the team — the weath
e r was rath e r chilly, but the
Vikes proved once again th at the
only cold spot is on the opposi
tion’s bench.

VARSITY WRESTLING SCHEDULE 1967-68
Sat., Jan. 20—Triple Dual (Coe-Grinnell-Cornell) at Beloit 9 a.m .
Sat., Jan. 27—Double Dual (St. Olaf, and Carl.) at St. O., 11 a.m.
Wed., Jan. 31—Beloit Varsity and Frosh at Beloit ......... 7 p.m.
F ri., Feb. 2—M.I.T. at Home ............................................. 4 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 3—Ripon Varsity and Frosh at Home ......... 1:30 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 10—Double Dual at R ip o n ......................................9 a m.
(Knox and Monmouth)
(Winter Weekend)
Fri., Feb. 16—Lawrence Invitational at Home ................ 7 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 17—Lawrence Invitational a t Home . 10 and 2 p.m.
Lawrence, Carroll, Beloit, Ripon, Carthage, St. Norbert,
M .I.T., Northland, University of Chicago
F ri., Feb. 23—Lake Forest Invitational a t Lake Forest 7:30 p m.
Sat., Feb. 24—Lake Forest Invitational __ 9 a.m. and 1 p.m.
Illinois Wes., Kalamazoo, North P ark, University of
Chicago, Wabash, Lake Forest, Loras, Valpariaso,
Oberlin, Lawrence
F ri., Sat., March 1 and 2—Midwest Conference Meet <at Ripon

The Phis sport a very balanced
attack with seven or eight play
ers able to handle scoring chores.
Of mention are Leo Godfrey and
former local hero Paul Rechner,
both prim e candidates for Rookie
of the Year honors. IF football
stalw art Steve Rogue has not yet
been able to accomplish the
transition to the hardwood.
The DeK entry is led by large
Ed Felhofqr, high-.scoring Bob
Simmons and prolific Dick Briden.
Unfortunately, Mom Heake was
injured two weeks ago while help
ing tear down the goalposts after
the P acker victory over Dallas,
and will be out for most of the
season.
Andy Reitz, the league’s lead
ing scorer, has led his Tau team
to the only other victory of the
new season, as he has thrown in
62 points, 3 socks and his jersey.
The dauntless Eps and Fijis,
while thus far occupying the cel
lar have high hope6 for the future.
STANDINGS
B e ta s ....................3
Phis .................... 3
Delts .................... 2
Taus .................... 1
Fiji .................... 0
Eps .................... 0

0
0
1
2
3
3

LONGLEY LECTURE
‘‘Political Community: The
Empirical Investigation of a
Philosophical Concept” will be
the subject of <a Phi Beta Kap
pa lecture set for 8 p.m. Tues
day, January 23, at the art
center.

F-A-S-T
film
processing
Large selection of Portable
Tape Recorders
Kodachrome and Kodacolor.
Two Day Service!
Black and White, brought in
by 9 a.m. ready sam e day.
Largest selection of qual
ity cam eras in the area.

ideal photo
222 E. College Ave.

VIEW FROM THE BENCH
By D A V E FR A SC H

T E A M C A P T A IN Peter H ouse won both the grueling individual medley and the 100
yard freestyle in last week’s successful m eeting with St. Olaf. The Vike tankmen also
beat the Carleton squad for the first time in fifteen years.

Lawrence Basketball Team
Loses To Redmen, 84-71
The Lawrence Basketball team
dropped its second straight con
ference game last Saturday night
as opposed to one conference
win. The foe this tim e was Ripon,
the Vikes’ arch-rival and obvious
nemesis.
The Vike netters went into the
gam e apparently fired-up, but
Ripon, after Losing its first two
conference gam es, was fighting
a do-or-die battle for contention
in the top standings in the con
ference.
The gam e was a disappoint
m ent for coach Clyde Rusk, who
stated th at this y ear’s team
gave him the best chance to beat
Ripon in his five years of coach
ing a t Lawrence. Before the
gam e coach Rusk bold his play
ers that after his first loss to
Ripon, five y ears ago, he vowed
that he would some day even
the standings between the two
schools. As it is now, Ripon
holds a 66-50 lead in the all-time
series.
The Redmen captured an early
lead, and it looked as though
they would run away with the
game. But about ten minutes
into the first half, the Vikes cam e
back, with guard Don Brooke
and forw ard Mike Andrews each
dropping in three field goals, in
the first half; Townsend, in the
first half, aiso sunk six from the
line. Despite the Viking come
back, the Redmen held a 40-32
lead at halftime.
Fighting back desperately in
the second half, the Vike netters
twice narrowed the lead to four
points. Guard Brian Bock and
Bob Townsend each di'tnped in
four from the floor during the
second half; but they were out
paced by the Redmen’s center,
Dave Minor, who scored four
times from the floor and their
sta r guard, Mike Boyd, who ran
up a total of 15 points, both in
the second half.
Having a lead of only 6044
with six minutes left in the game,
the Redmen resurged, and the
gam e ended with Ripon claiming
a »4-71 victory over the Vikes.
Two Redmen stand-outs were
Dave Minor and Mike Boyd.
Minor, besides scoring a total
of 16 points in the game, dom
inated the boards, especially in
the second half, and cam e up
with a number of outstanding
defensive plays.
Boyd, who
scored 19 points, showed an ex
cellent display of ball-handling,
and kept constant pressure on the
Viking guards.

The Lawrence forwards, Mike
Andrews and Bob Townsend,
both played
good, all - round
games.
Townsend
was
the
gam e’s leading scorer with 22
points. Tied for second highest
for the Vikes were both the
starting guards, Brian Bock and
Don Brooke, with 13 points.
Brad Childs, the Vikes’ center,
had a disappointing game, al
though he did play a key role in
Lawrence’s offensive plays. A
number of factors are responsi
ble for this; for one thing, Childs
was playing against Minor. Also,
Childs was the victim of a stra 
tagem : the m an he was guard
ing brought the ball down in a
number of second half plays,
thus reducing Childs’ rebounding
effort, and also wearing down
the 6*9’* center.
The depth of the team was
exhibited when Karl Hickerson
and guards Dave Roozen and
Marie H arju were sent in for the
regulars. All of them, especial
ly Hickerson, showed consider
able ability.
This weekend the netters m eet
Beloit a t Beloit on Friday night,
and Coe in Cedar Rapids on Sat
urday afternoon. Beloit, current
ly in third place in the confer
ence, split with Lawrence in
their two gam es last year. They
were a conference power last
year, and two of their veterans,
the Jones brothers, a re second
and
seventh
top conference
scorers.
Coe is presently in last place.
Lawrence defeated them twice
last year, the second tim e being
when the 120 points-a-game rec
ord for Alexander Gymnasium
and a Lawrence team was set
Lawrence (32-39—71) Andrews
5-4-1; Townsend 7-8-1; Childs
1-1-0; Brooks 4-5-2; Bock 5-3-4;
Hickerson 2-0-1; Harju l-0il; To
tals 25-21-10. FTM-7.
Ripon (40-44—84) Klann 7-0-2;
Kukula 7rl-2; Minor 8-0-4; Boyd
7-6-4; MikoJyzk 2-0-3; Peschke
4-1-1; Nickoli 2-0-0; Clark 1-0-0;
Testin 0-1-3; Pottanger 0-0-1;
Totals 38-8-20. FTM-3.
Midwest Conference
Monmouth
4 0 83.0
St. Olaf
3 1 74.2
Beloit
2 1 61.0
Knox
3 2 67.0
Cornell
2 2 70.2
Carleton
2 2 71.7
Ripon
1 2 76.6
Lawrence
1 2 71.6
Grinnell
1 4 65.8
0 3 57.0
Coe

67.0
75.0
63.0
58.0
65.2
70.5
80.3
75.3
78.0
71.0

Games Friday (Jan. 19)
Knox a t St. Olaf
Monmouth at Carleton
Lawrence a t Beloit
Ripon a t Beloit
Games Saturday (Jan. 20)
Knox a t Carleton
Monmouth at St. Olaf
Lawrence a t Coe
Ripon a t Beloit
Cornell at GrinneH
Games Tuesday (Jan. 23)
Carleton a t St. Olaf
Results Last Weekend
Grinnell 65, Carleton 64
Cornell 88, St. QW 65
Beloit 57, Knox 55 (double o.t.)
Monmouth 84, Coe 69
Carleton 72, Cornell 70
St. Cttaf 71, GrinneH 69
Monmouth 78, BeJoit 68
Knox 71, Coe 46
Ripon 84, Lawrence 71
CUTTINGTON COLLEGE
Graduating seniors and re*
cent graduates of Lawrence
who are interested in appoint
ments as graduate assistants
at Cuttington College in Liberka should see Marshall Hulbert, vice president, in Wilson
House as soon as possible for
information.

FUN WORKING
IN EUROPE

Fortunately for most of us there will be no more Sun
days in the immediate future when we will have to watch
our favorite teams be devastated by the ruthless Green
Bay Packers. (N ot to mention the relief from the abuse of
obnoxious Packer fans.) However, regardless of where
our loyalities lie, certain qualities demonstrated by the
methodical Packers and by their coach are undeniably ad
mirable.
The Packers are professionals in every sense of the word.
Poised and confident, they offer no rationalizations for
their occupations as football players and for their singleminded pursuit of victory. They play to win, not because
society demands a winner—that is a myth, but because the
achievement of excellence is personally satisfying — and
profitable.
The indisputable competence of the Packers is refresh
ing in a field marked by mediocrity, alibis and justifications
for failure. Green Bay’s success can be largely attributed
to their coach, Vince Lombardi. The fanatical regard of
the locals for Lombardi prompts one to question if the
second coming is a reality.
In spite of Lombardi’s possible deification, his consis
tent devotion to the production of a winner serves as an ex
ample many people would do well to emulate. W e often
hear sports praised for their importance as lessons in team
work, for their training in discipline, and for their value
toward physical fitness. Seldom are clearly defined goals
of victory or personal success mentioned as significant conseqences of athletic competition.
The pride so often fowarded by the Packers and by
Lombardi as a reason for their superiority is a pride of ac
complishment. It is a very selfish pride in ability, com pe
tence, and success. Their strategy in the game is to be
better than everyone else, and they have been successful.
Here in our world of the Lawrence Bowl and Alexander
Gym the rewards are not so great but we still might take
a few lessons from the Packers. Throw ing aside sloppy
justifications for participation, we should be proud to com
pete in order to succeed. This year’s football team knows
the pride and satisfaction stem m ing from unabashed suc
cess. It is the same personal pride felt in the achievem ent
of excellence in any field, athletic, academic, or otherwise.
An old cliche does an adequate job making the point: any
thing worth doing, is worth doing well.

A
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Member FDIC and Valley Bancorporation

SHOE SALON
Lower Level
Open Daily
from 9:30 to 5:30

shoe m

JACQUELINE DRESS SHOES.. . . . . . . . . . . . $8.90
CONNIE DRESS SHOES. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J790
AMERICAN GIRL SHOES................ *5*°

SN0 BOOTS Greatly Reducedl
N O W SAVE
Jobs Abroad Guaranteed
BRUSSELS: The In t’l Student
Inform ation Service, non-profit,
today announced th at 1,000
GUARANTEED JOBS
ABROAD a r e a v a ila b le to
young people 17V4 to 40, YearRound and Sum m er. The new
34 page JOBS ABROAD m ag a
zine is packed with on-the-spotphotos, stories and inform ation
about your JOB ABROAD.
A p p lic a tio n s a r e en c lo se d .
LANGUAGE-CULTURE-FUNPAY-TRAVEL. For your copy
send $1.00 AIRMAIL to: ISIS,
133 Rue Hotel des Monnaies,
Brussels 6, Belgium.
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$3oo _ $400 _ $500 _ $¿00

LOAFERS

FLATS

*5.90 *4.90
Styles to Wear Now and Thru Spring
CHARGE • LAYAWAY •WISCONSIN CHARGE
— Com«r of Quality • Appleton________

